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Pop Culture
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Pop Culture

The artist should never try to be popular. 
Rather the public should be more artistic. -
Oscar Wilde

❖ A culture of the masses, comprised of many 
things.

❖ Literature, cooking, consumption, mass 
media, toys, the list goes on.

❖ Can reflect and influence a way of life.



Art & Film

“Mainstream imagination”



Pop Art
❖ 1950s: Art movement called "Pop Art" 

emerged in Britain and in the United States, 
directly influenced by pop culture.

❖ Jasper Johns

❖ Abstract art of images and found objects 
from pop culture.

❖ Andy Warhol

❖ From advertising illustrator to pop culture 
artist; Campbell Soup Cans and Marilyn 
Monroe



Roy Lichtenstein

❖ Comic book style art

❖  Used a ‘benday screen’ (a stencil) to mimic 
newsprint look.

❖ Stylized characters, bold strokes and 
simplified.







 Tom Wilson

❖ Pop art evokes feelings of nostalgia.

❖  Tom Wilson paints toys/objects from 
childhood.







Inspiration
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Michelangelo

“I saw the Angel in the marble and 
carved until I set him free.”



Medium
In the arts, media (plural of medium) are the 
materials and techniques used by an artist to 
produce a work.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_medium
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How Music Influences
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Music is Powerful



Music and Art:
A Symbiotic Relationship









How Music Affects You



Design
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Margo Chase

 “To me, graphic design seems like something 
that's 'built' the same way. At the bottom is the 
passion for the making of the thing, not the 
money or the recognition it will get you.”







Donald Young

 “If I design a logo, remember, it does not come 
from out of my head as an original idea, the 
design references in some manner something 
that I've seen before.”
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